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1. Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is to provide a fonnal account for the 

realization of English loan words in Korean. Loanwords are defined as 

"words which have been copied into a language from another language, as 

a result of contact" (Trask 1996). The phonetic fonns of English loan words 

in Korean are not always identical to the corresponding original English 

words. Specifically, it is often the case that the laryngeal feature values of 

English obstruents are not maintained in Korean. For example, word-initial 

voiced stops in English are realized as voiceless lenis stops in Korean: [kql '] 

'gap'. English voiceless unaspirated stops as in 'stress' become aspirated in 

Korean: [sitbircsil. Most previous research on Korean loan word phonology 

(H. Kang 1996, O. Kang 1996) does not even attempt to account for these 

featural changes, considering them somewhat automatic. However, given the 

complexity of the Korean obstruent system with a three-way laryngeal 

contrast, it seems obvious that these featural transfers are not exactly easy 

to understand. Thus, the present study explores the way in which laryngeal 

features of English obstruents are realized in Korean. We will provide an 

in-depth discussion of the acoustic properties of English and Korean 

obstruents, and, then, based on the discussion, we will provide perception

based analyses of English loan words in Korean. These analyses will be 

fonnalized within the framework of Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 

1993; McCarthy & Prince 1993, 1995). 

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we will di scuss how 
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English obstruents are realized in Korean. In section 3, we will first 

examine Silvern1an's (1992) framework for English loanword phonology in 

Cantonese, the framework on which most previous analyses of loan word 

phonology in Korean are based. We will then discuss analyses of H. Kang 

(996) and O. Kang (1996), pointing out their defects from the perspective 

of OT. In Section 4, we wi ll provide an alternative analysis of English 

loan word phonology in Korean, employing perception-based constraints. In 

section 5, we will summarize our claims. 

2. Data 

Let us begin with a comparison of laryngeal features of English with 

those of Korean. English obstruents contrast in voicing, but not in 

aspiration and tense. In contrast, Korean obstruents involve a three-way 

contrast-lax, tense, and aspiration. However, they have no contrast in 

voicing, and alveolar fricatives lack an aspirated counterpart. 

Let us now investigate the way in which Engl ish obstruents are realized 

in Korean. The data will be divided into two groups, voiceless and voiced 

non-continuants, as shown in (1): 

(1) The phonetic realization of laryngeal features of English non

continuants obstruents 

English Korean 
Examples 

English Korean 
(i) aspirated kbi 'key 

, kbi 

onset 
aspirated 

cbremplan 'champion e emp'lOn 
( ii ) unaspirated 

stn:s 'stress' sitbiresi 
a. onset 

voiceless aspirated , rophi 
rop rope 

khatbi 
(ii i) coda onset 

bUk 'book' 
pUk' 

unreleased khl\t 'cut' khat' 

( i ) onset 
voiceless grep gap kep 

unaspirated jab 'job' cap 
, 

b. voiceless 
khll\b 'club' khillap , 

voiced 
(ii) coda 

unreleased 
bed 'bed' pedi 

onset 
laUnJ 'lounge raUnji 
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As shown in Oa i ), word-initial voiceless aspirated stops and affricates in 

English are realized as such when adopted into Korean. As shown in (la 

ii ), voiceless unaspirated stops after /s/ in English are also realized as 

aspirated at the onset of the second syllable, the nucleus of which is an 

inselied vowel. As shown in Oa iii), English word-final unreleased stops, 

which are in free variation with released ones (Ladefoged 1993), become 

aspirated or unreleased ones in Korean. For instance, a vowel is inserted in 

ro[p)e but not in boo[k], so that the stop in the former can be an onset. 

The choice between the aspirated onset in [Wpbi] and the unreleased coda 

in [pUk '] seems arbitrary since there is no difference in phonological 

environments-compare between grou[p '] and loo[pbj]' and between boo[k '] 

and moo[kbj], In fact, both unreleased and aspirated forms are available for 

words such as cu[t], As shown in Oa), the voicelessness of English 

voiceless obstlUents is maintained when adopted into Korean, but thi s is not 

always the case with the voicing of English voiced obstlUents. As shown in 

Ob i), English voiced obstlUents in the word-initial position are 

consistently realized as voiceless unaspirated ones in Korean. As shown in 

Ob ii ), those in the word-final position become either voiceless or voiced 

ones in Korean. In the latter case, the syllable position has changed from 

the coda to the onset through the insertion of an epenthetic vowel. As 

shown in (la i &b i ), the contrast of voicing of initial stops in English (key 

vs . g ap) is transferred to that of aspiration in Korean ([kb]ey and [k]ap). 

In section 3, we will discuss how these data have been analyzed in some 

previous researches. 

3. Previous Researches 

3.1 . Silverman (1992) 

Let us summarize Silverman's (1992) framework for Cantonese loanword 

phonology, the theoretical framework on which most of the previous works 

on Korean loanword phonology (Lee 1995; H. Kang 1996; O. Kang 1996) 

heavily rely. 

Silverman argues that loanword phonology consists of two distinct 

ordered levels: perceptual and operative. At the perceptual level, the inputs 

are assumed as superficial non-linguistic acoustic signals, lacking all 

phonological representations of the source language. These are constrained 
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by the segment inventory of native phonology. That is, if the segments of 

loanwords exist in the native segment inventory, they are matched with 

those of the native language at the perceptual level. Otherwise, they will be 

matched with the native segments that approximate most closely those of 

the source language with respect to articulatory or acoustic properties. At 

the next operative level, the native phonotactic constraints are applied to the 

output of the perceptual level. 

Among the previous works, we will focus on H. Kang's (]996) and O. 

Kang's (996) Optimality-Theoretic analyses. 

3.2. H. Kang (1996) 

Following Silvennan (992), H. Kang claims that English loan word 

phonology in Korean is composed of the perceptual and operative levels. In 

the former, the sounds of borrowed words from English are constrained by 

the Korean native segment inventory. In the latter, the Korean native 

phonotactics are applied to the output of the perceptual level. Let us 

consider her analyses of some specific instances. 

First, she argues that the contrast of voicing in Eng lish (k.ey vs. gap) 

takes the fonn of aspiration in Korean at the perceptual level ([kb]ey vs. 

[k]ap) since in Korean, voicing is not contrastive but aspiration is. 

Second, for an English loanword for [sithiresi] 'stress' shown in (la ii )1, 

she claims that unaspirated stops following Isl in English are affected by 

the spelling of the source language. That is, an unaspirated It! after Isl in 

'stress' is perceived as an aspirated NI in Korean at the perceptual level 

because the spelling 't' in English is pronounced with an aspiration, i.e. [thi]. 

At the next operative level, the phonotactic constraints of Korean native 

phonology are applied to the output forms of the perceptual level, i.e. 

Isthresl the Korean syllable structures allow [p, t, k, m, n, D, I] as codas 

and released consonants as onsets. Thus, Isl in the coda in English is not 

syllabified as a coda in Korean. Word-initial Isl, which is regarded as a 

released consonant by Kang, and other released consonants, e.g. an 

aspirated NI, are syllabified as the onset by inserting an epenthetic vowel. 

Ir/ before a vowel is also syllabified as the onset. 

I For the phonetic transcriptions in the examples, we use the same phonetic 
symbols that H. Kang 09%) adopts. 
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3.3. O. Kang (1 996) 

O. Kang's approach is similar to H. Kang's in posltmg the perceptual 

level. Influenced by Silvennan (1992), O. Kang postulates that the sound 

matrices of source language are perceived at the perceptual level by the 

speakers of borrowing language. She assumes that these become the input 

fonns of an Optimality-Theoretic grammar, in which the native phonotactic 

constraints are effective. Let us consider her analyses of several specific 

cases. 

Firstly, in her analysis of loanwords shown in (la i &b i ), i.e. [kb]ey vs. 

[k]ap, O. Kang argues that since voicing is not contrastive in Korean, the 

contrast of aspiration in Korean is substituted for that of voicing in English 

as in H. Kang (1996) . 

Secondly, she mentions the asymmetry in the insertion of a vowel in 

English word-final stops mentioned in (la iii), i.e. ro[pbi] vs. boo[k '] : she 

claims that since both English released and unreleased stops are perceived 

by Korean native speakers, they should be represented at the perceptual 

level. In other words, it is argued that when the segments with [± release] 

feature in English are borrowed into Korean, [± release] feature is 

represented at the perceptual level in Korean. At the operative level, English 

released stops, [ph, t", kh], are realized as onsets through the insertion of a 

vowel in Korean, while English umeleased ones, [p', f, k'l, are realized as 

codas in Korean. In brief, a vowel is inserted after released stops in order 

to preserve [+release] feature of English, but is not inserted after unreleased 

ones. 

Thirdly , with respect to the realization of word-final voiced stops in 

Engli sh shown in (Ib ii ), i.e. clu[p'] vs. be[dil, she claims that English 

word-final voiced stops, Ib, d, g/, are perceived as voiceless released ones, 

/p-, C k-(2, at the perceptual level in Korean. Then, at the next operative 

level, a vowel is inserted, so that they surface as voiced ones, Cb, d, gl. 
Let us discuss the defects of H. Kang's (1996) and O. Kang's (1996) 

analyses. First, both approaches postulate two derivational levels, perceptual 

and operative, in the grammar, which is inappropriate from the viewpoint of 

the parallelism OT (McCarthy & Prince 1995). That is, in OT, a grammar 

disallows intennediate stages between the input and output. The fo llowing 

diagram is the outline for both frameworks (Note the underlined segments): 

2 For release, O. Kang (996) employs phonetic symbols, [ h J and [ - J. 
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(2) H. Kang's (1996) and O. Kang's (996) frameworks for loanword 

phonology 

a. Output form in English 

c. The Operative Level • [siphad 

As shown in (2), there is a stage in which the surface form in English is 

mapped onto the sound matrices at the perceptual level. More specificall y, 

an unaspirated [p] (2a) in English is perceived as an aspirated [ph] (2b) at 

the perceptual level in Korean. Thus, the perceptual level is an intermediate 

level. At the next operative level (2C), the interaction of constraints 

produces the surface form with an epenthetic vowel as in [siphaIl Thus, 

like Silverman's framework their accounts assume a two-step derivation. 

Secondly, in both Kangs' approaches, it is assumed that the perceptual 

level is constrained by the native segment inventory. Thi s perception 

process is separated from the interaction of constraints in the operative 

level. However, in OT, a phoneme inventory is captured by the interaction 

of phonotactic constraints and faithfulness constraints (Prince & Smolensky 

1993; see section 4 for the relevant di scussion). Thus, the perception process 

constrained by the native phoneme inventory, should be part of the 

constraint interaction that forms the operati ve level . 

Thirdly, both of them suggest that the reason why the contrast of 

voicing in English is realized as that of aspiration in Korean, is that in 

Korean, voicing is not contrastive, whereas aspiration is. But, tensification is 

also contrastive in Korean, just as aspiration is. Thus, it is possible that 

according to their logic, voicing contrast in English is realized as tense one 

in Korean. 

Fourthly, as discussed in 3 .2, H. Kang suggests that when the words 

beginning with Is/- stop sequences in Engli sh enter Korean, spelling 

pronunciation has an effect on the realization of stops. Why are only s tops 

after /s/ affected? Words like '!,;enter, !,;oIJege, spe!,;ial' have a spelling 'c' in 

common; however, their phonetic realizations in Korean are different, but 

very much like their corresponding English pronunciations. According to her 

logic, al l underlined segments should be pronounced with [s] in Korean 

since the spelling 'c' in English is pronounced with [sil Nevertheless, this 
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is often not the case. 

Based on the above discussion, we can conclude that neither of Kangs' 

approaches does not provide fully detailed explanations and analyses for 

English loan word phonology in Korean. 

4. Analysis 

In this section, within the framework of OT, we will provide a 

perception- based analysis of English loanwords in Korean. We agree with 

Silverman (]992), in assuming that the native speakers of borrowing 

language, i.e. Korean, have no access to the phonological representation of 

source language, i.e. English. Therefore, the actual output forms of English 

are "merely superficial non-linguistic acoustic signals" (Silvemlan 1992), and 

they are the input forms of Korean grammar. 

Firstly, let us discuss how the Korean phoneme inventory is captured in 

OT. What markedness constraints are active? Aspirated stops involve "a 

glottal abduction gesture of considerable magnitude" (Ladefoged & Maddieson 

1996, Hayes 1999). The forti s stops involve "tenser vocal tract walls and a 

more rapid increase in respiratory muscle force" (Ladefoged & Maddieson 

1996); the production of aspirated and fortis stops requires much extra 

articulatory effort. Thus, it is possible to conclude that they are universally 

more marked than voiceless lenis ones. The universal constraints reflecting 

these phonetic factors, can be formulated as follows: 

(3) a. *[ + spread glottis] = *ASP: Avoid aspiration (Hayes 1999) . 

b. *[ + stiff voice} = *FORTIS: Avoid fortis stops. 

It is difficult to maintain voicing during the stop closure since the 

accumulation of air flow in the oral cavity causes oral pressure to approach 

subglottal pressure. When this happens, the air flowing through the glottis 

decreases and voicing ceases (Ohala 1983). According to this point of view, 

voiced stops are marked and disfavored. Therefore, we can formulate a 

context-free markedness constraint as below: 

(4) *VCDOBS: No obstruents must be voiced (Hayes 1999, Kager 1999). 

(4) implies that the normal state of stops is voiceless. 
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The fai thfulness constraints conflicting with the markedness constraints 

just discussed, are in (5) . They are formulated by IDENT as suggested in 

McCarthy and Prince (1995). 

(5) a. IDENT[asp]: The value of the feature [spread glottis] in the input 

must be preserved in its output correspondent. 

b. IDENT[fortis]: The value of the feature [stiff voice] in the input 

must be preserved in its output correspondent. 

c. IDENT[ voice]: The value of the feature [voice] ID the input must 

be preserved in its output correspondent. 

All constraints in (5) play a role in prohibiting differences of the value of 

given features between the input and output. 

In Korean, voiced obstruents are not phonemes, but they appear as 

allophones of voiceless ones. They occur between voiced segments, and 

voiceless ones elsewhere. Specifically, voiceless lenis obstruents become 

voiced between sonorant segments, e.g. /khoIJ -pap/ --> [khoIJbap'] 'bean

mixed rice'. However, aspirated and tense ones are not voiced even in 
voiced surroundings, e.g. / thE-phUIJ/ --> [thEphUIJ] 'hurricane', /khin-t'aV --> [khi 

nt'aJ] 'eldest daughter' (Kim-Renaud 1974: 8-10). These facts may be 

captured in the following constraint: 

(6) *VCLESSLENIS / [+son] _ [+son] 

Voiceless lenis obstruents between voiced segments must be voiced. 

(6) plays a role in prohibiting voiceless lenis stops in voiced surroundings. 

The ranking of the constraints leading to the Korean consonant inventory, 

is as follows: 

(7) The constraint ranking for the Korean consonant inventory 

IDENT[asp], IDENT[forti sJ, *ASP, *FORTIS [ . ] 
~ ~ IDENT vOIce 

*VCLESSLENIS / [+son] _ [+son] *VCDOBS 

T his illustrates the fact that in the Korean consonant inventory, voiced 

consonants as well as voiceless aspirated, forti s and lenis ones, do exist. 

Let us now consider the constraints and their rankings in the realizations 

of English loanwords. To understand the patterns in section 2, which can 
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be observed in the realization of English stops in Korean, we need to 

discuss the acoustic characteristics of stops. First, let us discuss the 

differences between voiceless and voiced stops. Recall that voiceless 

aspirated stops in English are realized as such in Korean, as shown in (1a 

i ), and that word initial voiced ones in English are consistently realized as 

voiceless unaspirated ones, as shown in (lb i ). 

Stops are acoustically characterized by the presence of a transient noise 

burst at the moment of release, which is somewhat more intense and thus 

more noticeable in the voiceless rather than voiced stops (Borden, Harris & 

Raphael 1994). Another acoustic feature associated with stops, is voice onset 

time (VOT) defined as "the moment at which the voicing starts relatively 

to the release of a closure" (Ladefoged 1993). In wideband spectrograms, the 

duration of the vertical spike marking the transient burst of a stop release 

and the first vocal pulse amounts to the values of VOT. In other words, 

VOT can be defined as release duration. Byrd (1993 : 102) demonstrates the 

difference between English voiceless and voiced stops in release duration or 

VOT: the release duration of voiceless stops is relatively longer than that 

of voiced ones. Specifically, she reports that the mean release duration for 

voiceless stops is 49ms and for voiced stops, is 22ms; voiceless release 

duration is twice that of voiced release duration. Stevens (1989: 42) states 

that "the abruptness of the onset for an obstruent unaspirated stop 

consonant is presumably stronger if the consonant is voiceless than if it is 

voiced, because of the greater intraoral pressure for voiceless stops," 

making apparent a significant difference in release duration and intensity 

between voiceless and voiced stops-the VOT or release duration of 

voiceless stops is longer and more noticeable than that of voiced ones. 

Thus, we can deduce that the former must be perceptually or acoustically 

more prominent than the latter. To formally represent this release 

prominence of stops, we employ VOT as features, e.g. [+/-positive VOT] 

(Flemming 1995) . The following is the representation of voiceless and 

voiced stops. 

(8) The representation of voiceless and voiced stops 

Voiceless release 
positive VOT + 

Voiced release 

[Positive VOT] in (8) differentiates voiceless from voiced release; the 

former is represented as [+positive VOT] and the latter as [-positive VOT], 
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Note that [-positive VOT] cannot necessarily be equated with negative 

VOT values; a feature [positive VOT] is employed simply to differentiate 

between the release prominence of voiceless stops and that of voiced stops. 

We propose faithfulness constraints for release prominence by employing 

MAX, a kind of faithfulness constraint proposed by McCarthy & Prince 

(995), in the following assertions: 

(9) a. MAX[ +positive VOT] 

[+positive VOT] in the input must be preserved in the output. 

b. MAX[ -positive VOT] 

[-positive VOT] in the input must be preserved in the output. 

(9) requires that the value of [positive VOT] in the input is maintained in 

the output. Adhering to Jun (995), we deduce that a constraint requiring 

preservation of perceptually more prominent elements, must be ranked above 

that requiring preservation of less prominent ones. Therefore, based on the 

above discussions of release prominence, we establish the following 

universal ranking for faithfulness constraints for the release: 

(10) MAX[+positive VOT] ~ MAX[-positive VOT] 

(10) indicates that the release of voiceless stops is more likely to be 

preserved than that of voiced ones. Therefore, we can predict that voiceless 

release prominence in 'key' is more likely to be preserved than the voiced 

one in 'gap'. 

Recall that both voiceless aspirated and unaspirated stops in English are 

realized as aspirated in Korean-this is illustrated in (la i & ii ). Let us 

compare voiceless aspirated stops with unaspirated stops in terms of VOT. 

Firstly, aspirated and unaspirated stops differ in VOT values: aspirated 

stops have a longer VOT than that of unaspirated stops CLadefoged 1993, 

Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996). 

Secondly, voiceless aspirated and unaspirated stops differ in the strength 

of the release: "The voiceless unaspirated stops are weakJy released or not 

released at all , but the aspirated ones have a shorter closure and a 

noticeable burst followed by noisy airflow that is sustained for some 

considerable time" (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996 : 67). To sum up, aspirated 

stops have longer and more intense voiceless release than unaspirated stops, 

and we may thus conclude that the former must be acoustically more 
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prominent than the latter. 

Next, let us specifically compare English with Korean voiceless stops. 

English voiceless stops in a word-initial position are aspirated and have a 

long positive VOT. Korean / ph, th, kh/ are quite similar to those of English 

(Yang 1993), but their VOT values are much longer than those of English, 

as shown in (11): 

(] 1) Summary of VOT (ms) in aspirated stops reported by Lisker & 

Abramson (1964) (from Cho & Ladefoged 1999 : 208) 

As shown in (12a&b), voiceless stops after word-initial /s/ in English 

have VOT values close to those of unaspirated fortis stops in Korean 

(Yang 1993). But the mean VOT values of Korean are a little shorter than 

those that exist in English. As shown in (]2c), the VOT value of Korean 

voiceless lenis s tops is longer than that of English voiceless unaspirated 

stops in 02a), but shorter than English aspirated ones in (1). 

(]2) The VOT comparison between English and Korean voiceless stops 

(Yang 1993 : 53-54) 

b. Korean produced by c. Korean produced by 

(A V: average values of VOT, R range, N: number of tokens) 

According to the above VOT values, English and Korean voiceless stops 

can be categorized as follows: English and Korean voiceless aspirated stops 

are characterized by a voiceless strong release, that is acoustically the most 

prominent, whereas English voiceless unaspirated stops, Korean voiceless 

forti s stops, and lenis stops are characterized by a somewhat prominent 

voiceless weak release, English voiced s tops with a voiced release, are the 

least prominent. 

[Positive VOT) in (8) does not distinguish voiceless strong from weak 
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release as shown in (11) and (12), since both of them have [+positive 

VOT). To make such a distinction, we adopt a feature [long VOT]: [+long 

VOT] for strong release and [-long VOT] for weak release. We claim that 

in English loanword phonology in Korean, these VOT features play a 

crucial role in identifying similarities and differences in release prominence 

of English and Korean stops, as shown in (13). 

(13) Release prominence 

!~ 
English & Korean English voiceless 

English 
voiceless aspirated unaspirated & Korean 

voiced stops 
stops lenis, fortis stops 

Voiceless strong Voiceless weak Voiced 
release release release 

positive VOT + + -

long VOT + - -

Diagram (13) indicates that voiceless strong release is common to both 

English and Korean voiceless aspirated stops, voiceless weak release to 

English voiceless unaspirated, Korean voiceless lenis, and forti s stops, and 

voiced release to English voiced stops. It also shows that the acoustic 

features associated with voiceless strong release are [+positive/+long VOT], 

those associated with voiceless weak release are [+positive/-Iong VOT], and 

those associated with voiced release are [-positive/- long VOT). 

Since the actual output fonns of English are the input to the loan word 

phonology, we need the faithfulness constraints evaluating those output 

fonns. That is, the constraints minimizing differences between the actual 

output fonns of English and the surface fonns articulated by Korean, are 

required. Specifically, we propose the following faithfulness cons traints for 

different types of VOT. 

(14) a. MAX[ + positive VOT] (=9a) 

b. MAX[ -positive VOT] (=9b) 

c. MAX[ +long VOT]: [+long VOT] In the input must be preserved in 

the output. 

d. MAX[ - long VOT]: [-long VOT] in the input must be preserved In 

the output. 

(14a) prevents voiceless stops In the input from corresponding to voiced 
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ones In the output. (14b) prevents voiced stops in the input from 

corresponding to voiceless fortis or lenis ones in the output. (l4c) prevents 

voiceless aspirated stops from becoming either voiceless unaspirated or 

voiced stops. (14d) prevents voiceless unaspirated stops in the input from 

becoming aspirated ones in the output. We propose the following universal 

rankings among constraints in (5): 

(5) a. MAX[ + positive VOT] 

b. MAX:[+long VOT] 

~ MAX[-positive VOT] (=10) 

~ MAX[ -long VOT] 

(5) indicates that if less prominent elements with [-positive VOT] and 

[-long VOT] are preserved, then the more prominent ones with [+positive 

VOT] and [+Iong VOT] must be preserved. For example, if unaspirated 

stops are preserved, then aspirated ones must be preserved. 

We claim that "Local Conjunction" proposed by Smolensky (993) is 

active in English loan word phonology in Korean. That is, multiple violations 

of given constraints in a local domain are worse than the same violations 

in a non-local domain. We employ a following locally conjoined constraint: 

(16) [MAX[ -positive VOT] & MAX[ -long VOT]]segmcnl 

(16) prevents voiced stops in the input from becoming voiceless aspirated 

stops in the output. It is violated if and only if both MAX[ -positive VOT] 

and MAX[ -long VOT] are violated in the same segment. It is universally 

assumed that the conjunctive constraint is ranked above individual 

component constraints (Ita & Mester 1998). Therefore, we can assume that 

the constraint in (16) is ranked above those in (14b&d). 

(17) a. [MAXI -positive VOT]&MAX[ -long VOT]]scgrrcnl~MAX[ -positive VOT] 

b. [MAX[ -positive VOT]&MAX[-Iong VOTJJscgrrcnl~ MAX[ -long VOT] 

Note that the concept underlying this ranking is that a drastic change must 

be avoided in order to adopt a less drastic one. 

Other faithfulness constraints active in loanword phonology are as follows: 

(18) a. MAX[reJ]: The release in the input must be preserved in the 

output. 

b. DEP[reJ]: The release must not be inserted. 
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(18a) indicates that a released segment in the input must be released in the 

output. (I8b) blocks the insertion of a release. Observe that this constraint 

will be violated if a vowel is inserted after a stop since a stop before a 

vowel is obligatorily released. 

We now propose the following ranking of faithfulness constraints for the 

analyses of English loan words in Korean3. 

(9) The ranking of faithfulness constraints for release prominence 

MAX[ +pos itive VOT], MAX[ +long VOT] MAX MAX 

[MAX[ - positive VOT] & MAX[ -long VOT]]segmenl ~ [-positive ~ [-long 

MAX[rel], DEP[rel] VOT] VOT] 

Let us consider some universal markedness constraints that conflict with 

faithfulness cons traints discussed above. The constraints discussed in (3), 

(4), and (6) are still active in producing English loanwords. 

Initial voiced obstruents are disfavored because it is difficult to start 

vocal cord vibration during an obstruent; so it is preferable to devoice stops 

in this posi tion (Flemrning 1995) . Hayes (1996: 16) shows that in a 

word-initial pos ition, voiced stops require more effort than voiceless stops. 

Therefore, we can formulate a context- sensitive markedness constraint as 

follows: 

(20) *VCDINITOBS = *VCDOBS1N1T 

No obstruents in a word-initial position must be voiced. 

It is difficul t to maintain voicing in a word-final position as well, s ince 

"the subglottal pressure that drives voicing tends to be lower in this 

position" (Hayes 1996: 8). Thus, another context-sensitive markedness 

constraint can be formulated as follows: 

(21) *VCDFINALOBS = *VCOOBSF~'1AL 

No obstruents in a word-final position must be voiced. 

3 Since no segments of English loan words in Korean are deleted but an epenthetic 
vowel is frequently inserted, we can state that in English loan word phonology in 
Korean, MAX[segment] is as high as MAX[rel] or DEP[rell but DEP[segment] is not. 
In tins paper, the evaluations for MAX[segment] and DEP[segment] are not 
considered. 
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Consequently, we can state that vOIcing is favored in a word medial 

position and disfavored in an initial and final position. Thus, the two 

constraints in (20) and (21) can form a following single constraint: 

(22) *VCDMRGOBS =' *VCDOBSMRG 

No obstruents in a margin must be voiced. 

The full constraint ranking active in English loan word phonology in 

Korean is illustrated in (23): 

(23) The constraint rankings for English loan word phonology in Korean 

* VCLESSLENIS / [+son] _ [+son], *VCDOBSMJ(\.> 
1st 

MAX( +positive VOT], MAX( +Iong VOT], 
stratum 

[MAX[-positive VOT] & MAXHong VOT]Le.ment, MAX[rell. DEP[reI] 
2nd MAX[ -positive VOT] 
3rd *FORTIS 
4th MAX( - long VOT] 
5th * ASP, * VCDOBS 

Now, let us analyze patterns that have been discussed in section 2. First, 

let us analyze the example in Oa i), in which English aspirated onset 

obstruents are realized as identical to those in Korean. 

(24) voiceless aspirated onset stop -+ voiceless aspirated onset stop 

Three candidates (24b-d) are eliminated by a dominant MAX[ +long VOT] 

since none of them preserves [+long VOT] in the input. (24(1) is the worst 

candidate: it also violates another dominant *VCDOBSMRG and MAX[ +positive 

VOT] since a voiced stop is in a word-initial position and [+positive VOT] 

in the input has its output correspondent, [-positive VOT). Thus, (24a) with 

an aspirated stop violating the lowest- ranked *ASP once, can be considered 

optimal. (24) reflects the tendency to preserve acoustically prominent 

elements such as aspirated stops. 
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Secondly, let us evaluate the analysis of the realization of English voiced 

obstruents in a word-initial position, shown in (lb i ): 

(25) word-initial VOICED stop -> VOICELESS UNASPIRATED stop 

/grep'/ *YCD [MAX[-positive YOT1& MAX MAX -YCD 
'gap' MRG i [ 11 [-positive -FORTIS [-long -ASP OBS OBS' 1 MAX -long YOT segment 

(25d) beginning with a voiced stop is eliminated by the highest *VCOOBSMRG 

(25a) is ruled out by another hjghest [MAX[ -positive VOT] & MAX[ -long 

VOT]] segment since it does not preserve [-positive/ -long VOT] in the input. 

Both remaining candidates (25b) and (25c) , which do not preserve [-positive 

VOT] in the input, violate MAX[ -positive VOT] so the next-lower-ranked 

*FORTIS plays a decisive role in selecting a winner. Thus, the former 

violating *FORTIS is ruled out, while the latter satisfying it becomes 

optimal. 

Since the constrmnt disallowing a drastic change between input and 

output, [MAXI -positive VOT] & MAX[ -long VOT]]segrrrnt, and that prohibiting 

word-initial voiced stops, VCDOBSMRG
, are top-ranked, English word- initial 

voiced stops can become voiceless lenis ones in Korean. As a result, the 

interaction of constrmnts forces the contrast of voicing in English (key vs. 

gap) to resul t in aspiration in Korean ([kb]ey vs. [k]ap). 

Thirdly, let us consider a case in which English unaspirated stops become 

aspirated in Korean, shown in Oa ii): 

(26) voiceless UNASPIRATED stop -> voiceless ASPIRATED stop 

Istrcsl -VCLESSLEt\TIS 
I[ +son1_ [ +son1 

*YCD 
(+positive [-positi ve -FORTIS [-long *ASP 

MAX MAX MAX 

(26c) is ruled out by a dominant *VCLESSLENIS / [+son] _ [+son] since 
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it contains a voiceless lenis stop between vowels. (26d) is also ruled out by 

another dominant MAX[ +positive VOT] , since it does not preserve 

[+positive VOT] in the input. (26b) with a fortis stop, is eliminated by a 

relatively higher-ranked * FORTIS. (26a), which does not preserve [-long 

VOT] in the input, violates lower-ranked MAX[ -long VOT] and *ASP than 

*FORTIS. Thus, it can be viewed as optimal. 

Consequently, the correspondence between English unaspirated and Korean 

aspirated stops is the result of the constraint hierarchy, rather than an 

effect of the spelling system of English, as H. Kang (1996) argues. Since 

*FORTIS is ranked below *VCLESSLENIS / [+son] __ [+son] and 

MAX[ +positive VOT] , which in turn is ranked above MAX[ -long VOT] , the 

voiceless un aspirated stops of English can surface as aspirated ones in 

Korean. 

Fourthly, recall that English word-final stops, which may be optionally 

released or unreleased, are realized in Korean in three different ways, as 

shown in (la iii) : first, uniformly released as in [rophi] for English 'rope'; 

second, uniformly unreleased as in [pUk'] for English 'book'; and finally, 

both released and unreleased as in [khathi] and [khat'] for English 'cut' . 

Since all English word-final stops may be optionally released or unreleased 

and there is no plausible motivation for choosing one of the three realization 

patterns, we simply assume that the different realization patterns are the 

result of employing different types of acoustic outputs, as opposed to 

attempting to explain the choice. In other words, if Korean speakers employ 

the released output form of an English word-final stop as an input, its 

corresponding output in Korean will be released. This phenomenon can be 

illustrated by the following tableau for the analysis of [fOphiJ 'rope': 

(27) voiceless CODA stop -> ASPIRATED ONSET stop4 

*VCLESSLENlS MAX MAX 

4 A phonetic symbol in the input, [ L l. means released. 
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(27c) with a voiceless lenis stop occuning between vowels, is eliminated by 

the highest *VCLESSLENlS I [+sonJ _ [+son]. (27e) is ruled out by a 

dominant MAXlrelJ, since a released Ip LI in the input has an unreleased 

output correspondent, [p']. (27d) violates another dominant MAX[ +positive 

VOT] since [+positive VOT] in the input becomes [-positive VOT] in the 

output. Thus, it cannot be optimal. (27b) , violating relatively higher-ranked 

*FORTIS, cannot be optimal either. Thus, (27a) involving [+long VOT] in 

the output, can be a winner since it violates lower-ranked MAX[ -long 

VOTJ and *ASP. Note that even though (27a-d) have an epenthetic vowel, 

they do not violate DEP[relJ, as the word-final stop of the input is released. 

Candidate (27e) with an unreleased stop, does not violate DEP[relJ either. 

If Korean speakers happen to employ the unreleased output form of an 

Engli sh word-final stop as an input, its corresponding loanword form will 

be unreleased. This process can be illustrated by the following tableau for 
the analysis of [pUk'] 'book'. 

(28) voiceless coda stop --> UNRELEASED coda stop 

Candidates (28a-d) are eliminated by a dominant DEP[relJ since the stops in 

the output are obligatorily released into the epenthetic vowels. Candidate 

(28e) satisfying all of constraints can be optimal. 

Finally, if Korean speakers are exposed to both released and unreleased 

forms of an English word-final stop, then both forms can be the inputs, 

and both released and unreleased output forms will be produced, as 
illustrated in the following two tableaux involving [khathil and [khat'] 'cut'. 

Since the evaluations for each candidate of 'cut' in (29) and (30) are 

equiValent to those in (27) and (28) respectively, onJy the tableaux are 

provided. (29) charts the case in which the released output of English is 

chosen as the input. Note that the underlined segments in (29-32) are 

considered in the constraint evaluation: 
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(29) voiceless CODA stop -> ASPIRATED ONSET 

(30) charts the case in which an English output fonn with an unreleased 

stop, is employed as the input: 

(30) voiceless CODA stop -> UNRELEASED coda stop 

The different inputs are employed in the above two tableaux, and the choice 

in the input between released and unreleased fonns deternunes the releasing 

status of the output forms. 

Lastly, let us consider the case in which English word-final voiced stops 

become voiceless unreleased or voiced ones, as shown in (Ib ii). The 

realization patterns of word-final voiced stops also depend on the choice of 

different kinds of acoustic outputs of English. If Korean speakers happen to 

employ the unreleased output form of an English word-final voiced stop as 

an input, its corresponding output in Korean will be unreleased-its original 

voicing is not maintained. This phenomenon is illustrated in the following 

tableau for the analysis of [khillap'] 'club': 
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(31) VOICED coda stop ~ VOICELESS UNRELEASED coda stop 

-VCD -YCLESSLEl\f\S 
'club' OBSMRG I[ +sonL[ +sonl 

Candidates (31a-d) are eliminated by a dominant DEP[reJ] since an 

unreleased Ig'l in the input, is released in the output. (31e) ending with a 

voiced stop, is ruled out by another dominant *VCDOBSMRG
. (3lf), which 

does not preserve [-positive VOT] in the input, only violates relatively 

lower-ranked MAX:[ -positive VOT], so that it can be optimal. 

If Korean speakers choose the released output form of English, its 

corresponding loan word form will be released. This can be illustrated by the 

following tableau for the analysis of [pedi] 'bed': 

(32) voiced CODA stop -. voiced ONSET stop 

/bed! 
'bed' 

-YCD 
OBSMRG 

MAX MAX 
-VCLESSLENlS MAX DEP 

[-positive -FORTIS [-long -ASP 
I[ +sonL[ +sonl [reI) [reil 

Candidates (32cl and (32e) are eliminated by top-ranked * VCLESSLENlS I 
[+sonJ _ [+sonJ and *VCDOBSMHG

, respectively. The latter also violates 

another top- ranked MAX[reJ] since a released Id LI in the input is 

unreleased in the output. (32f) , with a voiceless unreleased [t'], is ruled out 

by MAX[relJ. Both (32a) and (32b), including [+positive VOTJ in the output, 

violate a higher-ranked MAX[ -positive VOT). Thus, they cannot be consid

ered optimal. (32d) violates the lowest-ranked *VCDOBS once, so that it 

can be selected as a winner. 
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Let us now discuss crucial differences between the present and previous 

approaches. The processes of deriving outputs in the both approaches can 

be compared in (33) . 

(33) A comparison between previous approaches and the present approach 

(Constraint Interaction) 

Previous approaches (H. Kang 1996, O. Kang 1996) do not provide a clear 

explanation for featural changes made in the Perceptual Level. More 

specifically, it is simply stated that the Korean phoneme inventory 

automatically constrains the realization of laryngeal features of English 

obstruents at the Perceptual Level, e.g. English voiceless unaspirated Ipl 
(33a i ) is matched with voiceless aspirated [ph] in Korean at the Perceptual 

Level (33a ii) . Only the vowel insertion is determined in the Operative Level 

(33aiii) in which an Optimality Theoretic grammar is effective. These 

approaches are not appropriate from the perspective of OT, as discussed in 

section 3.3: first, the phoneme inventory is present in separation from the 

interaction of constraints; second, an intermediate level, i.e. perceptual level, 

is posited. 

The present study is not subject to any of these problems: no intermediate 

stage is posited, as shown in (33b). In addition, we have provided detailed 

accounts for the correspondence between the phonetic output of English and 

its corresponding loanword form in Korean. We have specifically formalized 

the faithfulness constraints capturing similarities in the release prominence 

of English and Korean stops and those avoiding a drastic change between 

the phonetic output of English and its corresponding loan word form in Korean, 

e.g. MAX[ +Iong VOT], [MAXI -positive VOT] & MAX[ - long VOT]]scgment. 

5. Conclusion 

We have proposed a perception-based analysis of English loanwords in 

Korean, explaining the roles of the perceptual or acoustic factors . This 
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study can be distinguished from the previous researches by two aspects: 

First, the realization of laryngeal features of English obstruents in Korean 

is captured by the interaction of constraints. 

Second, there are no intermediate levels between the input and its output 

in our analyses of English loanwords. 
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ABSTRACT 

English Loanword Phonology In Korean 

Hyoeun Lee 

The purpose of this paper is to provide a fonnal account for the 

realization of English loan words in Korean. Our main concerns are the 

realization of laryngeal features of English obstruents in Korean, which can 

be summarized as follows . First, English aspirated onset obstruents are 

realized identically in Korean, e.g. /k"i/ -> [khi] 'key'. Second, voiceless 

unaspirated stops after /s/ in English are also realized as aspirated in 

Korean, e.g. /strcs/ ---> [sithircsiJ 'stress'. Third, English word-final 

unreleased stops become aspirated or unreleased ones in Korean, e.g. /rop/ 

-> [rophi] 'rope', /bUk/ -> [pUk'] 'book'. Fourth, English voiced obstruents in 

a word-initial position are consistently realized as voiceless unaspirated 

ones, e.g. /gcep/ -> [kcp'] 'gap' . Finally, English voiced obstruents in a 

word-final position become either voiceless or voiced ones in Korean, e.g. 

/khlAb/ -> [khillap'] 'club', /bed! -> [PEdi] 'bed'. 

Most previous researches on Korean loanword phonology (H. Kang 1996, 

O. Kang 1996) simply state that the Korean phoneme inventory 

automatically constrains these featural changes at the Perceptual Level, e.g. 

English voiceless unaspirated / p/ is matched with voiceless aspirated [ph] in 

Korean at the Perceptual Level. Only the vowel insertion is determined in 

the Operative Level in which an Optimality Theoretic grammar is effective. 

Thus, an intermediate level, i.e. Perceptual Level, is posited. 

The present study proposes a perception-based analysis of English 

loanwords in Korean within the framework of OptimaIity-Theory. The 

realization of laryngeal features of English obstruents in Korean is captured 

by the interaction of the markedness constraints prohibiting elements which 

require articulatory effort and faithfulness constraints requiring to preserve 

the input fonns. Specifically, faithfulness constraints such as MAX[ +long 

VOT] play a crucial role in capturing simijarities in release prominence of 

English and Korean s tops and minimizing the differences between the 

phonetic output of English and its corresponding loanword form in Korean. 

We have shown that there are no intennediate levels between the input and 
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its output in our analyses of English loan words. 
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